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Abstract. The harmonic term in the scalar field theory on the Moyal space removes the
UV-IR mixing, so that the theory is renormalizable to all orders. In this paper, we review
the three principal interpretations of this harmonic term: the Langmann–Szabo duality, the
superalgebraic approach and the noncommutative scalar curvature interpretation. Then, we
show some deep relationship between these interpretations.
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1 Introduction
Since around fifteen years, the interest for noncommutative geometry has been growing in
physics. In many domains of mathematics, like topology, measure theory, geometry, one has
noticed that spaces are equivalently described by the commutative algebras of their functions.
Then, noncommutative geometry [1, 2] considers noncommutative algebras as corresponding
to some “noncommutative spaces”. A particular type of noncommutative algebras is given by
deformation quantization of symplectic spaces. This is the case of the Moyal space [3], and it
can be physically interpreted as the fact that one cannot know simultaneously positions in the
space with an arbitrary precision, but at a certain scale (the Planck scale) events are no more
localizable [4]. Physical theories on such noncommutative spaces, for instance noncommutative
quantum field theory, are then candidates for new physics beyond the Standard Model of par-
ticle physics. Of course, the study of gauge theory on noncommutative spaces is of fundamental
importance, as it is the case in the Standard Model.
On the Euclidean Moyal space, the real scalar φ4 theory is not renormalizable, because
of a new type of divergence called the Ultraviolet-Infrared (UV/IR) mixing [5], and which
seems to be generic on several noncommutative spaces [6, 7]. Renormalizability is however
a fundamental property for physical field theories. Recently, a solution has been proposed [8] by
adding a harmonic term in the action, so that the theory is renormalizable at all orders. As we
will see it in this paper, this model has new interesting flow properties, which do not appear in
the usual commutative scalar theory. The mathematical understanding of this harmonic term
is of first importance since it may permit to generalize this solution to other noncommutative
spaces.
We propose here to review the three principal mathematical interpretations of the harmonic
term: the Langmann–Szabo duality [9] and its group formulation (in [10]), the superalgebraic
approach [11], and the interpretation in terms of a noncommutative scalar curvature [12, 13].
⋆This paper is a contribution to the Special Issue “Noncommutative Spaces and Fields”. The full collection is
available at http://www.emis.de/journals/SIGMA/noncommutative.html
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Then, we show how the Langmann–Szabo duality can be reformulated in the superalgebraic
framework at the group level, and we underline the relationship between the three viewpoints.
The paper is organized as follows. We first present the Moyal space and the UV/IR mixing
in Subsections 2.1 and 2.2. Then, the solution with harmonic term is exposed with its proper-
ties in Subsection 2.3, so as its associated gauge theory, obtained by an effective action, in
Subsection 2.4. The three already quoted possible origins of the harmonic term are reviewed in
Section 3. Finally, we discuss the unification and the relations between these interpretations in
Section 4.
2 Quantum field theory on the Moyal space
2.1 Presentation of the Moyal space
We expose in this subsection the basic definitions and properties of the Moyal space [3] for the
paper to be self-contained. The Moyal space is a deformation quantization of the space RD, for
an even dimension D. Let Σ be the symplectic form on RD represented in the canonical basis
by the matrix:
Σ =

0 −1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 . . .
0 0 1 0
. . .
 , (1)
and let Θ = θΣ, where θ is a real parameter of the deformation. On S(RD), the C-valued
Schwartz functions space on RD, is defined the following associative noncommutative product:
∀ f, g ∈ S(RD), ∀x ∈ RD,
(f ⋆ g)(x) =
1
πDθD
∫
dDy dDz f(x+ y)g(x + z)e−iy∧z ,
where y ∧ z = 2yµΘ−1µν zν (we use in this paper the Einstein summation convention). It is called
the Moyal product, and turns S(RD) into a topological ∗-algebra (with the usual involution †).
Then, this product can be extended on the temperated distributions S ′(RD) by duality, and
one consider Mθ, the algebra of (left and right) multipliers of S(RD) in S ′(RD), endowed with
the Moyal product. Mθ is also a topological ∗-algebra involving S(RD) and polynomial functions
for instance. See [14, 15] for more details.
The limit θ → 0 is called the commutative limit because the Moyal product
(f ⋆ g)(x)|θ=0 = f(x)g(x)
is the usual pointwise commutative product in this limit. Moreover, the integral is a trace for
the Moyal product since if f, g ∈ Mθ such that f ⋆ g ∈ L1(RD), one has∫
dDx (f ⋆ g)(x) =
∫
dDx f(x)g(x). (2)
The usual derivatives ∂µ are inner derivations:
∂µf = − i
2
[x˜µ, f ]⋆,
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where x˜µ = 2Θ
−1
µν xν , the commutator is [f, g]⋆ = f ⋆ g− g ⋆ f and the anticommutator {f, g}⋆ =
f ⋆ g + g ⋆ f . Note that the coordinate functions satisfy the following commutation relation:
[xµ, xν ]⋆ = iΘµν .
Finally, the Moyal space is a spectral triple of the non-compact type [16], and its spectral distance
has been computed in [17].
2.2 The UV-IR mixing
The straightforward generalization of the real φ4 theory on the Euclidean Moyal space:
S(φ) =
∫
dDx
(
1
2
∂µφ ⋆ ∂µφ+
m2
2
φ ⋆ φ+ λφ ⋆ φ ⋆ φ ⋆ φ
)
,
suffers from a new type of divergence, called the ultraviolet-infrared (UV/IR) mixing [5]. Let
us here analyze this divergence. Thanks to property (2), the action is given by:
S(φ) =
∫
dDx
(
1
2
(∂µφ)
2 +
m2
2
φ2 + λφ ⋆ φ ⋆ φ ⋆ φ
)
, (3)
so that only the interaction is changed by a non-local term. Any vertex of this theory admits
only cyclic permutations as symmetries and not all permutations like in the commutative case
(for θ = 0). In the Fourier space, the Feynman rules are:
• 1
p2+m2
for a propagator,
• λ ei θ
2
4
(p1∧p2+p1∧p3+p2∧p3) for a vertex,
where (p1, p2, p3, p4) are the incoming impulsions to the vertex, with respect to its cyclic order.
By taking into account the cyclic order of each vertex, the Feynman graphs can be divided
into two sectors: planar graphs and non-planar ones (for more details, see [18]). The non-
planar graphs have new IR-divergences, called UV/IR mixing. Let us see such an example of
divergence, which is typical of the UV/IR mixing as shown in [19]. The computation of the
amplitude associated to the non-planar tadpole (see Fig. 1) gives rise to
A(p) = λ
(2π)D
∫
dDk
e
iθ2
2
k∧p
k2 +m2
=
λ
(2π)
D
2
(
m2
θ2p2
)D−2
4
KD
2
−1(mθ|p|),
where p is the external impulsion and K is a modified Bessel function. This amplitude is finite
for a fixed external impulsion p 6= 0, but singular by taking the limit |p| → 0. Indeed, in D = 4
dimensions, A(p) ∝p→0 1p2 .
Figure 1. Non-planar tadpole.
Then, if this non-planar tadpole diagram is inserted into higher-loop order graphs, this im-
pulsion p is integrated over and can produce an IR-divergence. Since this divergence comes from
the noncommutativity of the limit Λ → ∞, for an UV regularization Λ of the variable k, and
of the IR-limit |p| → 0, it is called UV/IR mixing. And this divergence cannot be renormalized
by counterterms of the form of the initial action (3), so that the theory is not renormalizable.
Numerical evidence for the effects induced by the UV/IR mixing can be found for example
in [20, 21].
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2.3 Noncommutative scalar field theory with harmonic term
The first solution to this problem of UV/IR mixing in the real scalar field theory has been
proposed by H. Grosse and R. Wulkenhaar [8] by adding a harmonic term in the action:
S(φ) =
∫
dDx
(
1
2
(∂µφ)
2 +
Ω2
2
x˜2φ2 +
m2
2
φ2 + λφ ⋆ φ ⋆ φ ⋆ φ
)
, (4)
where Ω is a real parameter. The propagator of this theory is changed and given by the Mehler
kernel in the position space [22]:
C(x, y) =
θ
4Ω
(
Ω
πθ
)D
2
∫ ∞
0
dα
sinh
D
2 (α)
e
−m2α
2Ω˜ C(x, y, α),
C(x, y, α) = exp
(
− Ω˜
4
coth
(α
2
)
(x− y)2 − Ω˜
4
tanh
(α
2
)
(x+ y)2
)
. (5)
where Ω˜ = 2Ω
θ
.
Of course, this theory breaks now the translation invariance (indeed C(x, y) 6= C(x − y)).
But this lack of translation invariance is responsible of the removing of the UV/IR mixing. The
amplitude of the non-planar tadpole (Fig. 1) has the same behavior when |p| → 0 as before
(see Subsection 2.2), but the propagators joining these non-planar tadpoles in a higher loop
order graph are now of the type (5) and remove the IR-divergence thanks to this translational
symmetry breaking [23]. And the theory (4) has been shown to be renormalizable to all orders
in perturbation in D = 4 [8, 24, 25, 26] and superrenormalizable in D = 2 [27]. A parametric
representation of this model has been provided in [28, 29] and a Connes–Kreimer Hopf algebra
encoding its renormalization has also been constructed in [30, 31].
Let us study some properties of the noncommutative scalar field theory with harmonic
term (4).
• Concerning the renormalization flows, it has been shown up to three loops that the con-
stant Ω was running towards a fixed point Ω = 1 [32]. At this fixed point, the beta
function of the coupling constant λ vanishes up to irrelevant terms at all orders of pertur-
bation [33, 34], so that the theory (4) does not involve any Landau ghost, contrary to the
commutative φ4 model.
• Moreover, the vacuum solutions of the theory which respect the same symmetry have
been exhibited in every dimensions [35, 36], in view of a possible spontaneous symmetry
breaking.
• Furthermore, even if the deformation quantization, and in particular the choice of the
symplectic structure Σ with Θ = θΣ, breaks the rotation group symmetry, it has been
shown [37] that the rotational invariance is fully restored at the classical and quantum
level (at all orders in perturbation) by considering a family of actions labeled by the
symplectic structures of a certain orbit of the rotation group.
Note that there are now other renormalizable theories on the Moyal space. For instance,
the LSZ-model [38] and the Gross–Neveu model [39], respectively in the complex scalar case
(D = 4) and in the fermionic case (D = 2). Another renormalizable real scalar model on the
Moyal space has been exhibited [40], in which the non-local IR counterterm 1
p2
φ2 is now included
in the classical action. The resulting theory is translation-invariant, but does not possess the
properties exposed above for the Grosse–Wulkenhaar model (see also [41, 42, 19, 43, 44]).
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2.4 The associated gauge theory
Let us first introduce the noncommutative framework adapted to the U(1)-gauge theory on
the Moyal space. See [45, 46] for more details. Gauge potentials are real elements Aµ ∈ Mθ
(A†µ = Aµ) and the associated covariant derivatives can be expressed as ∀φ ∈ Mθ,
∇µφ = ∂µφ− iAµ ⋆ φ.
In this setting, gauge transformations are determined by unitary elements g ∈ Mθ (g† ⋆ g =
g ⋆ g† = 1), and act on the fields as
φg = g ⋆ φ, Agµ = g ⋆ Aµ ⋆ g
† + ig ⋆ ∂µg†,
so that ∇µφ transforms as: (∇µφ)g = g ⋆ (∇µφ). Note that the gauge theory has also an adjoint
action on complex scalar fields ϕ 7→ g ⋆ ϕ ⋆ g†, as it will be the case in Subsection 3.2. Like in
the commutative case (but for non-Abelian theories), the curvature of the potential Aµ takes
the form:
Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ − i[Aµ, Aν ]⋆,
and transforms covariantly under gauge transformations: F gµν = g ⋆ Fµν ⋆ g
†.
A major difference with the commutative case is the existence of a canonical gauge-invariant
connection. By setting ξµ = −12 x˜µ, it turns out that the gauge potential Ainvµ = ξµ defines
a connection invariant under gauge transformations: (Ainvµ )
g = g ⋆ Ainvµ ⋆ g
† + ig ⋆ ∂µg† = Ainvµ .
Let us introduce the covariant coordinates Aµ = Aµ − Ainvµ , transforming also covariantly:
Agµ = g ⋆Aµ ⋆ g†.
The natural action for the U(1)-gauge theory on the Moyal space is
S(A) =
∫
dDx
(
1
4
Fµν ⋆ Fµν
)
, (6)
but it suffers also from the UV/IR mixing, which renders its renormalizability quite unlikely [47].
Indeed, by taking into account the ghost contribution, the “non-planar” polarization tensor is
finite for a fixed external impulsion p 6= 0, but singular in D = 4 by taking the limit |p| → 0:
Πnpµν(p) ∝p→0
p˜µp˜ν
p4
.
The same phenomenon as in the scalar theory appears (see Subsection 2.2), and one can hope
that an analogous solution of the problem of UV/IR mixing can be found.
By investigating what could be the analogue of the harmonic term for gauge theory, a gauge
action has been computed from the Grosse–Wulkenhaar model coupled with gauge fields by
a one-loop effective action [45, 48]:
S(A) =
∫
dDx
(
1
4
Fµν ⋆ Fµν +
Ω2
4
{Aµ,Aν}2⋆ + κAµ ⋆Aµ
)
, (7)
where Ω and κ are new real parameters. This gauge-invariant action is naturally associated to
the scalar theory with harmonic term (4) and is therefore a good candidate to renormalizability.
Note that the two additional terms are typically noncommutative since they depend on Aµ and
on the existence of a canonical connection.
Upon expanding the quadratic term in Aµ of the action (7), by using Aµ = Aµ + 12 x˜µ, one
finds:∫
dDx
(
−1
2
Aµ∂
2Aµ +
Ω2
2
x˜2AµAµ + κAµAµ − 1
2
(
1− Ω2)(∂µAµ)2 +Ω2(x˜µAµ)2) . (8)
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Except the last two (off-diagonal) terms, which need to be suppressed by an appropriate gauge
fixing, this expression is exactly the quadratic operator of the scalar theory (4) applied on
the field Aµ, with a harmonic term and a mass term, and whose inverse is the Mehler kernel,
responsible of the removing of the UV/IR mixing in the scalar case. Notice that the ghost sector
of a similar gauge model has been studied in [49, 50].
However, the action involves also a linear part in Aµ:∫
dDx
(
Ω2
2
x˜2x˜µAµ + κx˜µAµ
)
,
which means that Aµ = 0 is not a solution of the equation of motion. A simple vacuum
Aµ = A
inv
µ (or equivalently Aµ = 0) leads to non-dynamical matrix model [51]. The other
vacuum solutions have been exhibited in [52]. For a review on noncommutative QED with
strong background fields, see [53].
3 The possible origins of the harmonic term
In this section, we review the different mathematical interpretations of the harmonic term of
the model (4), which is responsible of the renormalizability and of the special flow properties of
this noncommutative theory.
3.1 Langmann–Szabo duality
The Grosse–Wulkenhaar model (4) has a special symmetry pointed out by Langmann and Sza-
bo [9], and called the Langmann–Szabo duality. This symmetry is in fact a (cyclic) symplectic
Fourier transformation: for φ a real scalar field,
φˆ(ka) =
1
(πθ)
D
2
∫
dDxφ(x)e−i(−1)
aka∧x, (9)
where a ∈ {1, . . . , 4} denotes the position of φˆ(ka) in a product φˆ ⋆ · · · ⋆ φˆ, or equivalently the
(cyclic) order of the external impulsion ka in a vertex. This Fourier transformation differs from
the usual one F only by the change of variable k → ±k˜.
It is then possible to show the following properties:∫
dDxφ2(x) =
∫
dDk (φˆ ⋆ φˆ)(k),∫
dDx (φ ⋆ φ ⋆ φ ⋆ φ)(x) =
∫
dDk (φˆ ⋆ φˆ ⋆ φˆ ⋆ φˆ)(k), (10)
∂̂µφ(ka) = −i(−1)a(k˜a)µφˆ(ka), (̂x˜µφ)(ka) = i(−1)a∂kµφˆ(ka).
Note that there is a difference of sign in comparison with the usual Parseval–Plancherel equality∫
dDxφ2(x) =
∫
dDkF(φ)(−k)F(φ)(k) due to the cyclic convention of sign in (9). Upon using
these identities, one finds that∫
dDx
(
1
2
(∂xµφ)
2 +
Ω2
2
x˜2φ2 +
m2
2
φ2
)
=
∫
dDk
(
1
2
k˜2φˆ2 +
Ω2
2
(∂kµφˆ)
2 +
m2
2
φˆ2
)
,
so that the action (4) satisfies
S[φ;m,λ,Ω] = Ω2S
[
φˆ,
m
Ω
,
λ
Ω2
,
1
Ω
]
, (11)
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called the Langmann–Szabo covariance. At the special point Ω = 1, the action is invariant under
this duality. This symmetry, which does not apply in the case of (3) without the harmonic term,
seems to play a crucial role in spoiling the UV/IR mixing. For an adaptation of this duality to
the Minkowskian framework, see [54].
However, the Langmann–Szabo duality is not compatible with gauge symmetry, and more
generally not well adapted for actions with cubic terms in the fields. The gauge theory (7) is
indeed not covariant under this duality, and it is one major problem of this interpretation of the
harmonic term.
In [10], the Langmann–Szabo duality and the quadratic operator (−∂2+Ω2x˜2) involved in (4)
have been reinterpreted in terms of the classical metaplectic representation constructed from the
Heisenberg group. Let us describe this representation, but in different conventions of those used
in [10, 55], for the link with the superalgebraic interpretation (see Subsection 4.1).
Firstly, consider the phase space R2D, whose coordinates are positions xµ and impulsions pµ,
and denote by ω the symplectic structure on R2D defined by: for (x, p), (y, q) ∈ R2D,
ω((x, p), (y, q)) = xµΣµνqν + pµΣµνyν,
so that the matrix representing ω is
(
0 Σ
Σ 0
)
, where Σ is given by (1). The Heisenberg algebra
is the R-Lie algebra hD = R
2D ⊕ R, with the following relations: ∀ (x, p, s), (y, q, t) ∈ hD,
[(x, p, s), (y, q, t)] = (0, 0, ω((x, p), (y, q))). (12)
The Heisenberg group HD is homeomorphic to hD, and the exponential map exp : hD → HD is
the identity in this identification. Then, the group law of HD is given by:
(x, p, s)·(y, q, t) =
(
x+ y, p+ q, s+ t+
1
2
ω((x, p), (y, q))
)
,
due to the Baker–Campbell–Hausdorff formula. By the Stone–von Neumann theorem, HD
admits one unique irreducible unitary representation ρ (up to equivalence), such that ρ(0, 0, s) =
e−is1l. ρ is called the Schro¨dinger representation.
Let us introduce the operators Xµ and Pµ on Schwartz functions f ∈ S(RD): ∀ y ∈ RD,
(Xµf)(y) = yµf(y), (Pµf)(y) = iΣµν
∂f
∂yν
(y) (13)
satisfying: [Xµ, Pν ] = iΣµν . At the level of the Lie algebra hD, the infinitesimal representation
dρ : hD → B(S(RD)) takes the usual form: ∀ (x, p, s) ∈ hD, ∀ f ∈ S(RD), ∀ y ∈ RD,
(dρ(x, p, s)f)(y) = −i(xµXµ + pµPµ + s)f(y).
By exponentiation, one obtains the expression of ρ, representation of HD on the Hilbert space
L2(RD):
ρ(x, p, s)f(y) = e
i
2
xΣp−ixy−isf(y − Σp).
The symplectic group Sp(R2D, ω), defined by automorphismsM of R2D satisfyingMTωM =
ω in matrix notations, acts naturally on the Heisenberg algebra. A matrixM =
(
A B
C D
)
belongs
to this group if and only if
CTΣA+ATΣC = 0, DTΣB +BTΣD = 0, DTΣA+BTΣC = Σ.
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The Lie algebra of this group is denoted by sp(R2D, ω) and contains matrices
(
A B
C D
)
such
that:
(ΣA)T = ΣD, (ΣB)T = ΣB, (ΣC)T = ΣC.
Let us start the construction of the metaplectic representation. If M ∈ Sp(R2D, ω), consider
the operator ρ ◦M(x, p, s) = ρ(M.(x, p), s) for (x, p, s) ∈ HD. ρ ◦M is a unitary representation
of HD on the Hilbert space L
2(RD) such that ρ ◦M(0, 0, s) = e−is1l. Consequently, ρ ◦M and ρ
are equivalent: there exists a unitary operator µ(M) on L2(RD) satisfying: ∀ (x, p, s) ∈ HD,
ρ ◦M(x, p, s) = µ(M)ρ(x, p, s)µ(M)−1.
µ : Sp(R2D, ω) → L(L2(RD)) is then a unitary projective representation (or a group represen-
tation of the double covering of Sp(R2D, ω)).
For w ∈ R2D and N =
(
A B
C D
)
∈ sp(R2D, ω), we denote
PN (w) = −1
2
wNωw = −1
2
w
(
BΣ AΣ
DΣ CΣ
)
w.
PN (X,P ) = −1
2
XBΣX − 1
2
PCΣP −XAΣP + i
2
Tr(A),
if X = (Xµ) and P = (Pµ) are the D-dimensional vectors of the operators on S(RD) defined
in (13). Then, the infinitesimal representation dµ : sp(R2D, ω) → L(S(RD)) can be ex-
pressed [55] as: ∀ f ∈ S(RD), ∀ y ∈ RD,
(dµ(N)f)(y) = −iPNf(y) =
(
i
2
yBΣy − i
2
∂
∂y
ΣC
∂
∂y
+ yA
∂
∂y
+
1
2
Tr(A)
)
f(y).
Since µ(eN ) = edµ(N), we deduce the expression of the metaplectic representation (up to a sign):
∀ f ∈ L2(RD),
if M =
(
A 0
0 D
)
∈ Sp(R2D, ω), µ(M)f(y) = |det(A)| 12 f(AT y),
if M =
(
1l B
0 1l
)
∈ Sp(R2D, ω), µ(M)f(y) = e i2 yBΣyf(y), (14)
if M =
(
0 Σ
Σ 0
)
∈ Sp(R2D, ω), µ(M)f(y) = iD2 F−1f(y),
where the (usual) Fourier transformation is given by
Ff(y) = 1
(2π)
D
2
∫
dDz f(z)eiyz
and the group Sp(R2D, ω) is generated by the above matrices.
Before reformulating the interpretation of the Langmann–Szabo duality with the metaplectic
representation, we prove the following classical lemma.
Lemma 1. For M ∈ Sp(R2D, ω) and N ∈ sp(R2D, ω), one has:
dµ(AdMN) = µ(M)(dµ(N))µ(M)
−1.
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Proof. Indeed,
dµ(AdMN) =
d
dt
µ
(
etAdMN
)
|t=0 =
d
dt
µ
(
AdMe
tN
)
|t=0 = µ(M)(dµ(N))µ(M)
−1. 
The quadratic operator involved in (4) can be obtained from the infinitesimal metaplectic
representation as follows:
if ZΩ =
(
0 4Ω
2
θ2
Σ
Σ 0
)
, dµ(ZΩ) = − i
2
(− ∂2 +Ω2y˜2).
Let us now investigate the elements M =
(
A B
C D
)
∈ Sp(R2D, ω) which leave ZΩ invariant or
covariant.
Definition 1. A matrix M leaves ZΩ covariant if AdMZΩ is of the form of ZΩ itself, namely
AdMZΩ =
(
0 αΣ
βΣ 0
)
,
for α, β ∈ R. This is a reformulation of the Langmann–Szabo covariance (11).
Then, by applying Lemma 1, the operators µ(M) applied on the field φ will then leave the
quadratic part of the theory (4) invariant or covariant. The elementsM of Sp(R2D, ω) leaving ZΩ
covariant have to satisfy:
BDT +
4Ω2
θ2
ACT = 0, BBT +
4Ω2
θ2
AAT = α1l, DDT +
4Ω2
θ2
CCT = β1l.
Consider now the two opposite typical cases.
• If B = C = 0, one obtains the group O(RD, 1l) ∩ Sp(RD,Σ), which was already known to
let the theory (4) invariant (see [37]).
• If A = D = 0, for instanceM =MLS = θ2
(
0 4
θ2
1l
1l 0
)
, then AdMZΩ =
(
0 4
θ2
Σ
Ω2Σ 0
)
. Since
MLS =
(−2
θ
Σ 0
0 − θ2Σ
)
ω, one can compute the operator µ(MLS) thanks to equations (14):
∀ f ∈ L2(RD),
µ(MLS)f(y) =
i
D
2
(πθ)
D
2
∫
dDz f(z)e−iy∧z = i
D
2 fˆ(y),
that is the symplectic Fourier transformation (9) (with even a).
The Langmann–Szabo duality, at the quadratic level of the action (4), corresponds then to the
adjoint action of MLS on ZΩ (see Lemma 1), and it is a symmetry of the theory because MLS
leaves ZΩ covariant.
Like at the quadratic level of the action, we consider the elementsM =
(
A B
C D
)
∈Sp(R2D, ω)
leaving the interaction term
∫
d4x φ⋆φ⋆φ⋆φ(x) invariant under the action φ 7→ µ(M)φ. By using
equations (14), we find the group generated on the one hand by the matrices
(
A 0
0 −Σ(AT )−1Σ
)
,
where A ∈ Sp(RD,Σ), which correspond to the usual symplectic group of the position space and
was already known to let this term invariant; and on the other hand by the matrix M = MLS,
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defined above. The Langmann–Szabo invariance of the quartic term is indeed due to proper-
ty (10).
Thus, we see that the action without harmonic term (3) respects the Sp(RD,Σ) symmetry of
the quartic term, but not the MLS-symmetry (it is not Langmann–Szabo covariant). To include
this symmetry, one can take dµ(ZΩ) as the quadratic operator of the action (like in (4)). But this
action breaks now the Sp(RD,Σ) part into O(RD, 1l)∩Sp(RD,Σ). The above reinterpretation is
in fact a group explanation of the Langmann–Szabo duality via the metaplectic representation µ.
3.2 Superalgebraic framework
The second mathematical interpretation of the harmonic term has been given in [11] by intro-
ducing a Z2-graded algebra and a noncommutative differential calculus based on its derivations.
Upon using basic properties of the Moyal product such as i[ξµ, f ]⋆ = ∂µf and {ξµ, f}⋆ = 2ξµf ,
where we recall that ξµ = −12 x˜µ, the action (4) can be reexpressed as:
S(φ) =
∫
dDx
(
1
2
(i[ξµ, φ]⋆)
2 +
Ω2
2
({ξµ, φ}⋆)2 + m
2
2
φ2 + λφ ⋆ φ ⋆ φ ⋆ φ
)
.
And, at the quadratic level of the action, the Langmann–Szabo duality, which exchanges pµ
and x˜µ, can be viewed as a symmetry between commutators i[·, ·]⋆ and anticommutators {·, ·}⋆.
Moreover, by replacing the curvature Fµν = Θ
−1
µν − i[Aµ,Aν ]2⋆ in function of the covariant
coordinate Aµ in the gauge-invariant action (7), one finds:
S(A) =
∫
dDx
(
1
4
(i[Aµ,Aν ]⋆)2 + Ω
2
4
({Aµ,Aν}⋆)2 + κAµAµ
)
up to a constant term. For this action, the Langmann–Szabo duality does not apply but it is
also symmetric under the exchange of commutators and anticommutators like in the scalar case.
This symmetry, which generalizes the Langmann–Szabo duality to the gauge case, seems to be
crucial for noncommutative QFT with harmonic term.
The exchange of commutators and anticommutators is very reminiscent to a grading sym-
metry, and this motivates the introduction of the Z2-graded associative algebra A
•
θ = A
0
θ ⊕A1θ,
where A0θ =Mθ and A1θ =Mθ, with product: ∀ f = (f0, f1), g = (g0, g1) ∈ A•θ,
f ·g = (f0 ⋆ g0 + α f1 ⋆ g1, f0 ⋆ g1 + f1 ⋆ g0),
where α is a real parameter. The algebra is in fact a quadratic extension of the ring Mθ, but
endowed with a canonical grading compatible with the product. This algebra will be called in
the following the Moyal superalgebra.
The graded center of A•θ, namely the elements of A
•
θ which (graded-) commute with all
elements, is trivial: Z•(Aθ) = C⊕ 0 = C1l, where 1l = (1, 0) is the unit of the product. One can
choose f∗ = (f †0 , f
†
1) as involution on A
•
θ and Tr(f) =
∫
dDx f0(x) as (non-graded) trace.
The graded bracket associated to A•θ is given by the following expression: ∀ f, g ∈ A•θ,
[f, g] = ([f0, g0]⋆ + α{f1, g1}⋆, [f0, g1]⋆ + [f1, g0]⋆)
in terms of the commutator and the anticommutator of Mθ, which will permit to encode the
symmetry noticed above.
Then, for g• a graded Lie subalgebra of the graded derivations1 of A•θ:
Der•(Aθ) = {X ∈ L(Aθ), ∀ f, g ∈ A•θ, X(f ·g) = X(f)·g + (−1)|X||f |f ·X(g)},
1The following definition of derivations applies rigorously only for homogeneous elements X and f , because
the degrees |X|, |f | ∈ Z2 are considered. Let us take as a convention that it means the sum of homogeneous
components thanks to the linearity.
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one can construct the derivation-based differential calculus Ω•,•(Aθ|g) restricted to the deriva-
tions involved in g•. A n-form ω ∈ Ωn,•(Aθ|g) is a n-linear map ω : (g•)n → A•θ with the
property of graded antisymmetry: ∀Xj ∈ g•,
ω(X1, . . . ,Xi,Xi+1, . . . ,Xn) = −(−1)|Xi||Xi+1|ω(X1, . . . ,Xi+1,Xi, . . . ,Xn).
For more details on the construction and properties of this noncommutative differential calculus,
see [56, 57] in the case of associative algebras, and [11] for graded associative algebras.
Let us now choose the graded Lie subalgebra g• of derivations. We introduce g˜• as generated
by the following elements (0, i), (iξµ, 0), (0, iξµ) and (iηµν , 0), where ηµν = 2ξµξν =
1
2 x˜µx˜ν , which
satisfy the relations2:
[(0, i), (0, i)] = −2α1l, [(0, iξµ), (0, i)] = (−2αξµ, 0), [(iξµ, 0), (iξν , 0)] = iΘ−1µν 1l,
[(iξµ, 0), (0, iξν )] = (0, iΘ
−1
µν ), [(0, iξµ), (0, iξν)] = (−αηµν , 0),
[(iηµν , 0), (iξρ, 0)] =
(
i
2
ξµΘ
−1
νρ +
i
2
ξνΘ
−1
µρ , 0
)
, (15)
[(iηµν , 0), (0, iξρ)] =
(
0,
i
2
ξµΘ
−1
νρ +
i
2
ξνΘ
−1
µρ
)
,
[(iηµν , 0), (iηρσ , 0)] =
(
i
2
ηµρΘ
−1
νσ +
i
2
ηµσΘ
−1
νρ +
i
2
ηνρΘ
−1
µσ +
i
2
ηνσΘ
−1
µρ , 0
)
.
Then, we take g• = adg˜•. Since the (graded) adjoint representation evaluated on f ∈ A•θ is
a graded derivation: adfg = [f, g], and because of relations (15), g
• is a graded Lie algebra.
The differential acts on the elements of A•θ as:
df(ad(iξµ,0)) = (∂µf0, ∂µf1), df(ad(0,iξµ)) = (iαx˜µf1, ∂µf0),
df(ad(0,i)) = (−2if1, 0), df(ad(iηµν ,0)) = −
1
4
(x˜µ∂νf0 + x˜ν∂µf0, x˜µ∂νf1 + x˜ν∂µf1).
Because of the Z2-grading, the space Ω
•,•(Aθ|g) is infinite-dimensional, and one defines neither
a Hodge operation for noncommutative metrics in this case, nor the related notion of Laplacian.
However, it is still possible to define a scalar action,
S = Tr
(∑
a
|ada(φ, φ)|2
)
, (16)
mimicking the ordinary case. In (16), we have imposed that φ0 = φ1 = φ ∈ Mθ and the sum
on a is over
{(
0, i√
θ
)
, (iξµ, 0), (0, iξµ), (i
√
θηµν , 0)
}
, where
√
θ appears because of dimensional
reasons. Then, we find
S(φ) =
∫
dDx
(
(1 + 2α)(∂µφ)
2 + α2(x˜µφ)
2 +
4α2
θ
φ2
)
as a part of the action (16), so that the Grosse–Wulkenhaar model (4) emerges from this superal-
gebraic framework. Moreover, the Langmann–Szabo duality is related to the grading symmetry
(iξµ, 0)⇄ (0, iξµ) at the quadratic level of the action (4) (see Subsection 4.1).
In this setting, a graded connection on A•θ (considered as a right module on itself) is a ho-
mogeneous linear map of degree 0, ∇ : A•θ → Ω1,•(Aθ|g) such that: ∀X ∈ g•, ∀f, g ∈ A•θ,
∇(f ·g)(X) = f ·dg(X) + (−1)|g||X|∇(f)(X)·g.
2The missing relations vanish.
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Let us denote by A0µ, A
1
µ, ϕ and Gµν the gauge potentials associated to ∇:
∇(1l)(ad(iξµ,0)) = (−iA0µ, 0), ∇(1l)(ad(0,iξµ)) = (0,−iA1µ),
∇(1l)(ad(0,i)) = (0,−iϕ), ∇(1l)(ad(iηµν ,0)) = (−iGµν , 0).
The gauge transformations are then dictated by the theory. They are determined by unitary
elements g of Mθ (g† ⋆ g = g ⋆ g† = 1) acting on the fields as:(
A0µ
)g
= g ⋆ A0µ ⋆ g
† + ig ⋆ ∂µg†,
(
A1µ
)g
= g ⋆ A1µ ⋆ g
† + ig ⋆ ∂µg†,
ϕg = g ⋆ ϕ ⋆ g†, (Gµν)g = g ⋆ Gµν ⋆ g† − i
4
g ⋆ (x˜µ∂νg
†)− i
4
g ⋆ (x˜ν∂µg
†).
Then, the graded curvature FX,Y, for X,Y ∈ g•, can be computed:
FX,Y = X(AY)− (−1)|X|,|Y|Y(AX)− i[AX, AY]−A[X,Y]
in term of the potentials AX = i∇(1l)(X), and it turns out that the Yang–Mills action3
Tr(|Fada,adb |2) for this model takes the following form4:
S(A,ϕ,G) =
∫
dDx
(
(1 + 2α)Fµν ⋆ Fµν + α
2{Aµ,Aν}2⋆
+
8
θ
(2(D + 1)(1 + α) + α2)Aµ ⋆Aµ + 2α(∂µϕ− i[Aµ, ϕ]⋆)2
+ 2α2(x˜µϕ+ {Aµ, ϕ}⋆)2 − 4α
√
θϕΘ−1µνFµν +
2α(D + 2α)
θ
ϕ2 − 8α
2
√
θ
ϕ ⋆ ϕ ⋆ ϕ
+ 4α2ϕ ⋆ ϕ ⋆ ϕ ⋆ ϕ− α[Gµν , ϕ]2⋆ + 2α2{Aµ,Aν}⋆ ⋆ Gµν
− 8i(1 + α)Θ−1νµ [Aρ,Aµ]⋆ ⋆ Gνρ + 8iGµν ⋆ Gρσ ⋆ (Θ−1µρGνσ +Θ−1νσGµρ +Θ−1νρ Gµσ
+Θ−1µσGνρ) +
(
16
θ2
(D + 2)α2
)
Gµν ⋆ Gµν + 2Gµν ⋆ Gµν ⋆ Gρσ ⋆ Gρσ
− 2Gµν ⋆ Gρσ ⋆ Gµν ⋆ Gρσ
)
, (17)
where Aµ = Aµ + 12 x˜µ and Gµν = Gµν − 12 x˜µx˜ν .
The pure part of the action (17) in the variable Aµ (or Aµ) gives the action (7), while the pure
part in the variable ϕ is a scalar action, with ⋆-polynomial and harmonic term, of the type (4).
The coupling between the two fields is the standard one [45] for a gauge field Aµ and a scalar
field ϕ in the “adjoint representation” of the gauge group, but there is also an additional BF-
term (−4α
√
θϕΘ−1µνFµν). Therefore, both Grosse–Wulkenhaar model and its associated gauge
theory can be obtained in this graded formalism by computing a graded curvature for the
noncommutative derivation-based differential calculus of the Moyal superalgebra A•θ. For more
details on the calculations, see [11]. Notice that in the different context of commutative theories,
the quadratic operator with harmonic term has been obtained in [58] by considering also a Z2-
graded Lie algebra of operators acting on a certain Hilbert space.
We will see in Subsection 4.1 that this approach leading to the action (17) reproduces the
Langmann–Szabo duality by a grading symmetry, and it is well adapted to gauge theory, contrary
to the Langmann–Szabo duality itself. However, this theory involves two supplementary fields:
one (ϕ) can be interpreted as a Higgs field5, but the interpretation of the other one (Gµν) is less
obvious. In [11], it has been suggested that it could play the role of the symmetric counterpart
of a BF-field.
3With an implicit summation on a, b like in the scalar case (16) above.
4By identifying the fields A0µ = A
1
µ = Aµ, which have the same gauge transformations.
5Note that such a Higgs field has already been obtained by a similar (but non-graded) procedure on the Moyal
space in [59].
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3.3 Noncommutative scalar curvature
In this subsection, we will describe how to obtain the harmonic term x2 of the action (4) as
a noncommutative scalar curvature [12]. Indeed, the Moyal algebra can be approximated by
matrix algebras, just as the Heisenberg algebra is a limit of “truncated Heisenberg algebras”.
These are (non-graded) quadratic algebras, on which a noncommutative differential calculus has
been constructed in [12] by using the Cartan frame formalism [60]. Then, linear connections can
be introduced and scalar curvature of metric connections can be computed [61]. By taking the
limit of these curvatures, one finds the term x2. We expose here the D = 2-dimensional case
for simplicity reasons.
It has been shown in [14] that the eigenfunctions (fmn(x)), for m,n,∈ N in the two-dimen-
sional case, of the harmonic oscillator H = x
2
2 provide a basis ofMθ (with respect to its Fre´chet
structure), called the matrix basis. These functions are defined by:
H ⋆ fmn = θ
(
m+
1
2
)
fmn, fmn ⋆ H = θ
(
n+
1
2
)
fmn,
and they are Schwartz functions. It turns out that they satisfy the following properties:
fmn ⋆ fkl = δnkfml,
∫
d2x fmn(x) = 2πθδmn, f
†
mn = fnm. (18)
Each element g ∈ Mθ can then be written as:
g =
∑
m,n∈N
gmnfmn,
where the coefficients gmn ∈ C are given by gmn = 12πθ
∫
d2x (g fnm). Because of properties (18),
the coefficients (gmn) behave like matrices under the product, the trace and the involution. For
example, the coefficient of the Moyal product of two elements is just the matrix product of
the coefficients of these two elements: (g ⋆ h)mn =
∑
k∈N gmkhkn. In this identification, Mθ is
a limit of finite-dimensional matrix algebras.
Let us exhibit what could be an approximation of the Heisenberg algebra h1 = 〈1, x1, x2〉
(satisfying [x1, x2]⋆ = −iθ) in this context. The matrix coefficient of the function x 7→ 1 is δmn,
while those of the coordinates are:
(x1)mn =
√
θ
2
(√
nδm+1,n +
√
mδm,n+1
)
, (x2)mn = i
√
θ
2
(√
nδm+1,n −
√
mδm,n+1
)
.
Then, following [12], we introduce the n× n matrices:
Xn =
1√
2

0 1 0
1 0
√
2
0
√
2 0
. . .
. . .
√
n− 1√
n− 1 0
 ,
Yn =
i√
2

0 −1 0
1 0 −√2
0
√
2 0
. . .
. . . −√n− 1√
n− 1 0
 ,
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which verify the commutation relation [Xn, Yn] = i(1l − Zn), where 1l is the unit matrix and
Zn =

0 0
0 0
. . .
. . . 0
0 n
. By considering these three generators, one obtains the following
quadratic algebra, called the “truncated Heisenberg algebra” h
(n)
1 :
[Xn, Yn] = i(1l− Zn), [Xn, Zn] = i(YnZn + ZnYn), [Yn, Zn] = −i(XnZn + ZnXn).
When n → ∞, one has: Xn → 1√
θ
x1, Yn → − 1√
θ
x2 and Zn → 0, so that these quadratic
algebras h
(n)
1 approximate the Heisenberg algebra h1, up to a rescaling of the generators.
The momenta associated to these coordinates are6: p1 = iY , p2 = −iX and p3 = i(Z − 12),
satisfying the quadratic relations:
[p1, p2] = p3 − i
2
, [p2, p3] = p1 − i(p1p3 + p3p1), [p3, p1] = p2 − i(p2p3 + p3p2).
Note that the quadratic algebra of [12] contains moreover normalization factors ǫ and µ which
we do not write here for simpler notations. If we apply the Cartan frame formalism [60] to
this quadratic algebra, we obtain a noncommutative differential calculus, whose one-forms are
generated by the frame {θi}, where θi : Int(h(n)1 )→ C satisfies θi(adpj) = δij . On one-forms, the
product and the differential are defined by:
(θi)2 = 0, θ1θ2 = −θ2θ1, θ2θ3 = −iθ1θ3, θ3θ2 = iθ3θ1,
dθ1 = −
(
p3 − i
2
)
(θ1θ3 + θ3θ1), dθ2 = i
(
p3 − i
2
)
(θ1θ3 − θ3θ1),
dθ3 = −θ1θ2 − p1(θ1θ3 + θ3θ1) + ip2(θ1θ3 − θ3θ1).
In this setting, one denotes ωij = ω
i
kjθ
k the one-form associated to a linear connection.
In [12] is given an approximated solution (in the commutative limit) of a torsion-free linear
connection compatible with the (noncommutative) metric gij = δij :
ω12 = −ω21 =
(
−1
2
+ 2ip3
)
θ3, ω13 = −ω31 = 1
2
θ2 + 2ip2θ
3,
ω23 = −ω32 = −1
2
θ1 − 2ip1θ3.
Then, one can obtain the noncommutative Riemann curvature of this connection:
Ωij = dω
i
j + ω
i
kω
k
j =
1
2
Rijklθ
kθl,
and its scalar curvature R = gijRkikj. In this case, one finds [12]:
R =
11
2
+ 4ip3 + 8(p
2
1 + p
2
2) =
15
2
− 4Z − 8(X2 + Y 2).
In the limit n→∞, the scalar curvature takes the form: R = 152θ − 8x˜2 up to a rescaling.
On a commutative but curved manifold, the classical action of a scalar theory involves natu-
rally a term like
∫ √
gdx(ξRφ2), where R is the scalar curvature of the (pseudo-) Riemannian
6We omit the subscript n.
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manifold (see [62] and references therein). This term is indeed automatically generated by
quantum corrections, so that the parameter ξ has to be renormalized.
In that situation, the harmonic term x˜2 can be interpreted as a noncommutative scalar
curvature, and the Grosse–Wulkenhaar model (4) would be a generalization of curved scalar
field theories to a noncommutative framework. Notice that this harmonic tem is not generated
by quantum corrections in the scalar model (3), contrary to the curved commutative models.
However, this interpretation is not directly possible on the Moyal algebra. Indeed, the Heisen-
berg algebra h1 is a Lie algebra and not a quadratic algebra. Therefore, the application of the
Cartan formalism would give in this case a vanishing scalar curvatureR. One had to approximate
this algebra by the “truncated Heisenberg algebras”.
Recently, the gauge model associated to this noncommutative differential calculus has been
exhibited in [13]. As usual, the curvature F, or field strength, can be computed in terms of
the gauge potential A associated to a gauge connection by the formula: F = dA + A2, where
A = Aiθ
i and F = 12Fijθ
iθj are respectively a one-form and a two-form. One obtains:
F12 = [p1, A2]− [p2, A1] + [A1, A2]−A3,
F13 = [p1 +A1, A3]− i{p2 +A2, A3}+ 2A2Z,
F23 = [p2 +A2, A3] + i{p1 +A1, A3} − 2A1Z.
Then, we restrict to the case of the Moyal space: n→∞ (which means Z → 0). By considering
the gauge transformations of the potential:
A1 7→ gA1g−1 + g
[
p1, g
−1], A2 7→ gA2g−1 + g[p2, g−1], A3 7→ gA3g−1,
we denote A3 = ϕ, considered as a scalar field in the adjoint representation. The curvature
takes the form:
F12 = [A1,A2]⋆ + i− ϕ, F13 = [A1, ϕ]⋆ − i{A2, ϕ}⋆, F23 = [A2, ϕ]⋆ + i{A1, ϕ}⋆,
where Aµ is the covariant coordinate introduced in Subsection 3.2. By using a Hodge operation
defined in [13], the following Yang–Mills action is provided7:
S(A,ϕ) =
∫
d2x
(
(1− ǫ2)
4
Fµν ⋆ Fµν +
(5− ǫ2)µ2
2
ϕ2 +
µθ(1− ǫ2)
2
ϕΘ−1µν Fµν
− iǫθ(ϕ ⋆ ϕ)Θ−1µν Fµν −
1
2
(∂µϕ− i[Aµ, ϕ]⋆)2 − ǫ
2
2
(x˜µϕ+ {Aµ, ϕ}⋆)2
)
, (19)
where Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ − i[Aµ, Aν ]⋆ is the standard curvature for the Moyal algebra, and
µ, ν ∈ {1, 2}.
This action is completed by the following gauge fixing term: Sgf =
∫
s(cF + α2 cB), where
F is the gauge, c the ghost field, c the antighost field, B the auxiliary field, and the Slavnov
operator s is acting as:
sAµ = ∂µc− i[Aµ, c]⋆, sϕ = −i[ϕ, c]⋆, sc = −c2, sc = B, sB = 0.
Here, the chosen gauge is the covariant one:
F = ∇iAi = [pi, Ai] +Ajωiij = ∂νAν − 2µ2xνAν ,
where ω (and ∇) is the linear connection defined in the first part of this subsection.
7This is a reformulation of what has been found in [13] in our notations. We also have reintroduced the
parameters ǫ and µ.
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One can observe that the pure part of the action (19) in the variable Aµ is of the type (6),
while the other terms describe a scalar field with a harmonic term, coupled to Aµ, and with
BF-terms. Except the special term
∫
(ϕ ⋆ ϕ)Θ−1µν Fµν , all the terms of (19) are included in (17).
However, the term
∫ {Aµ,Aν}2⋆ of (7) is missing here, so that the propagator of the gauge
potential is not the Mehler kernel like in (17), but there is no problem of non-trivial vacuum
more. The hope of this solution is then [13] that the UV/IR mixing of the theory be canceled
by the coupling between the gauge potential and a scalar field whose propagator is the Mehler
kernel.
4 Discussion
4.1 The Langmann–Szabo duality as a grading exchange
We have seen in Subsection 3.2 that a symmetry between commutators and anticommutators
seems to be fundamental for both scalar theory (4) and gauge theory (7). In the scalar case,
it corresponds at the quadratic level of the action to the Langmann–Szabo duality. Let us
show that this duality is exactly the grading exchange. The crucial object which has led us to
the group reformulation of the Langmann–Szabo duality in Subsection 3.1 was the Heisenberg
algebra hD. In this subsection, we will exhibit the link between hD and the Lie superalgebra of
generators g˜• = 〈(0, i), (iξµ , 0), (0, iξµ), (iηµν , 0)〉 of g• (see equation (15)).
Let hD = R
2D ⊕ R be the Heisenberg algebra associated to the symplectic form8 ω =(
0 Σ−1
Σ−1 0
)
on the phase space R2D, and whose commutation relations are given by (12).
Since we want to deform the (symplectic) position space (RD,Σ), we consider an extension
h˜D ≃ C2D ⊕ C⊕ C of the complexification of hD: ∀x, y, p, q ∈ CD, ∀ s, t, a, b ∈ C,
[(x, p, s, a), (y, q, t, b)] = (0, 0, ω((x, p), (y, q)), iθΣ−1(x, y) + iαθΣ−1(p, q)).
This is a very standard way to provide noncommutative position coordinates, with deformation
parameter θ, and noncommutative impulsion coordinates, with deformation parameter αθ.
Then, one can realize this extension h˜D in A
•
θ by the following map: (x, p, s, a) 7→ xµλµ +
pµλµ + sλ0 + a1l, where we set λ0 = (0, iθ), λµ = (iθξµ, 0) and λµ = (0, iθξµ) in A
•
θ. This map
is an injective (non-graded) Lie algebra morphism. The non-vanishing commutation relations
(with non-graded bracket) can be expressed as:
[λµ, λν ] = iθΣ
−1
µν 1l, [λµ, λν ] = Σ
−1
µν λ0, [λµ, λν ] = iαθΣ
−1
µν 1l.
In the commutative limit θ → 0, we find indeed a Lie algebra isomorphic to hD.
The grading of A•θ brings a natural grading on h˜D. The next step of this procedure can be
called the “superization” of h˜D. Indeed, it is a (non-graded, for its bracket) Lie algebra, but now
with a Z2-grading and included in a graded associative algebra. We can superize the bracket
of h˜D by changing only the bracket of two odd elements into their anticommutator in A
•
θ. Then,
the changed relations hold:
[λ0, λ0] = −2αθ21l, [λµ, λ0] = 2iαθλµ, [λµ, λν ] = α(λµλν + λνλµ) = iα(iηµν , 0).
By rescaling the generators λi 7→ 1θλi and taking the closure in A•θ (under the graded bracket)
of the space 〈λi〉, one obtains the Lie superalgebra g˜• described in (15).
The symplectic group Sp(R2D, ω) which was acting by automorphisms on hD, is no longer
a symmetry group of g˜•. Only the subgroup Sp(RD,Σ)⊗
(
1 0
0 1
)
survives to the above procedure.
8The inverse of Σ, instead of Σ itself, is taken only for conventional reasons.
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Then, the matrix MLS =
θ
2
(
0 4
θ2
1l
1l 0
)
representing the Langmann–Szabo duality at the level of
the symplectic group (see Subsection 3.1) does not leave the relations (15) invariant. However,
it is still an endomorphism of the graded vector space g˜•, and it acts as:
MLS.(iξµ, 0) =
θ
2
(0, iξµ), MLS.(0, iξµ) =
2
θ
(iξµ, 0),
MLS.(0, i) = (0, i), MLS.(iηµν , 0) = (iηµν , 0),
which corresponds to the grading exchange for first order polynomials (up to a rescaling) in R2D.
In Subsection 3.2, there was only a correspondence between the Langmann–Szabo duality and
the grading exchange; we see here by the above procedure that both symmetries are identical.
Certainly, the action of MLS is not a symmetry of g˜
•. But one restores it as a symmetry of the
scalar field theory by identifying φ0 = φ1, and of the gauge theory by identifying A
0
µ = A
1
µ (see
Subsection 3.2). Furthermore, the field Gµν of Subsection 3.2 is auxiliary in this point of view,
since it arises only from the closure of the Lie superalgebra.
Let us summarize the discussion of this subsection.
Proposition 1. In the above notations, one can obtain the Lie superalgebra g˜• from the Heisen-
berg algebra hD by the following three-steps procedure:
1. Extension, for the deformation quantization,
2. “Superization” in A•θ,
3. Closure in A•θ under the graded bracket.
Moreover, the Langmann–Szabo duality is identical to the grading exchange (iξµ, 0)⇄ (0, iξµ).
Note that an analogous procedure (but without “superization”) has been considered in [10]
for a rank one Hermitian symmetric space of the non-compact type, instead of R2D.
4.2 Relations and comparison between the different viewpoints
We have seen in Subsection 3.1 that the Langmann–Szabo duality, which is a cyclic symplec-
tic Fourier transformation, can explain the form of the action (4) of the Grosse–Wulkenhaar
model, but it is not well adapted to its associated gauge theory. We have also observed that
this duality could be reformulated in terms of the metaplectic representation of the symplectic
group, constructed from the Heisenberg algebra hD. This algebra contains indeed positions and
impulsions, which are exchanged in this duality.
The superalgebraic approach, described in Subsection 3.2, is a priori a different explanation
of the Grosse–Wulkenhaar model. The choice of a graded noncommutative differential calculus
adapted to a certain Lie superalgebra g˜• gives rise to the scalar action (4) so as its gauge
associated theory (7). Furthermore, the analysis of Subsection 4.1 makes appear the unification
of the Langmann–Szabo duality interpretation with the superalgebraic approach. Indeed, the
Lie superalgebra g˜• can be obtained by some natural procedure from the Heisenberg algebra hD,
in the context of the graded algebra A•θ. In this picture, the above noncommutative differential
calculus is constructed from hD, and the Langmann–Szabo duality is in fact the grading exchange
for first order polynomials in A•θ: (iξµ, 0)⇄ (0, iξµ).
The gauge action (17), which contains (7), has now a geometrical interpretation, as con-
structed from a graded curvature. Moreover, because of the supplementary field Gµν , this
action has the following trivial vacuum: Aµ = 0, ϕ = 0, Gµν = 0 (see [11]), contrary to the
action (7). And the gauge sector of (17) (depending only on Aµ) has the Mehler kernel as
propagator, up to gauge fixing terms (see equation (8)), knowing that this Mehler kernel cures
the UV/IR mixing in the scalar case.
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In Subsection 3.3, we have studied another viewpoint of the harmonic term x˜2, obtained as
the limit of noncommutative scalar curvature of “truncated Heisenberg algebras” h
(n)
D
2
. Indeed,
the scalar curvature appears naturally in curved commutative models as generated by quantum
corrections. By analogy to this situation, and even if the term x˜2 is not generated by quantum
corrections for the action (3), one can explain this term in the action (4) to be a noncommutative
scalar curvature.
The gauge model related to this interpretation has also been described in Subsection 3.3
(see equation (19)), and is quite different from (7). Since it does not contain the symmetry
between commutators and anticommutators, that we have seen in Subsections 3.2 and 4.1 to be
a generalization of the Langmann–Szabo duality, one concludes that this viewpoint cannot be
unified with the two first ones. The hope of renormalizability of the gauge model (19) is that
the coupling between the gauge field and the scalar field (with an harmonic term) would cancel
the UV/IR mixing. We see that this would be a different mechanism from the gauge model (17),
where the gauge sector is supposed to be already free of UV/IR mixing.
In fact, the central object of the three mathematical interpretations is the Heisenberg algebra,
hD for the two first ones, and hD
2
(and its truncations) for the last one. Of course, one may have
considered the truncated algebras of hD, and the resulting scalar curvature would have been
proportional to p2 + x˜2, the operator involved in (4). However, the interpretation by analogy
of the curved commutative case is then no longer valid, and the associated gauge theory is still
different from (7). Therefore, there are essentially two different approaches to interpret the
noncommutative quantum field theory with harmonic term, by considering hD or hD
2
, namely
the Langmann–Szabo duality and the superalgebraic approach, which are now unified, and the
noncommutative scalar curvature interpretation. These both approaches provide non-equivalent
gauge models, which are candidates to renormalizability.
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